CASE STUDY

Empowering a software
provider with Azure
When Mavim wanted everything to come
together, it was time to Intercept.

About Mavim
A game changer in re-inventing operation models

Dutch software
provider offering
transformation platform

Helps organisations
digitalise their businesses

Headquartered in
Amsterdam, operates
in 27 countries

Serves over 1 million
end-users worldwide

THE CHALLENGE

Turning history
into future success
For Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) who are not
born in the cloud, legacy and history can be both a benefit
and a significant burden.
The upside is of course the fact that compliance with
industry specific requirements are easily met. However,
the downside of a lacking adjustment to a cloud-based
model often results in a lack of flexibility and increased
difficulty in scaling an organisation.
Both of these issues Mavim faced were of huge
importance to digitally savvy customers in an
increasingly demanding marketplace.
Mavim had to move to cloud in order to offer their
customers a more scalable and flexible solution, which
at the same time would not compromise compliance
and regulatory requirements.

THE SOLUTION

The world
at your fingertips
Intercept offered its Azure suite to combat the issues of
scaling and agility.
After careful assessment of their client’s software,
Mavim were able to outline an implementation plan
within 5 business days.
Intercept’s Azure allowed for a more flexible approach
worldwide, as well as an easily manageable way
of scaling globally, something that was of utmost
importance to Mavim.

THE RESULTS

Turning flexibility
into a rock solid foundation
As a result, the company is now able to deploy and
distribute their software across multiple locations around
the globe – with just the click of a button.
This eliminates the need to re-design and re-configure
the software every time a new deployment is required.
The solution provides greater control to Mavim, saving
both time and money. Their customers now enjoy a
faster and more efficient deployment.

Get in touch with our Azure specialists
or contact us using the info below:
Intercept BV
Zwartewaterallee 25
8032 DZ Zwolle
Tel. 820 038-7779
Email: info@intercept.nl
Website: www.intercept.nl

